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WINNER OF THE JUDGES' CHOICE IACP COOKBOOK AWARDIn 2013, food blogger and

classical musician Molly Yeh left Brooklyn to live on a farm on the North Dakota-Minnesota border,

where her fiancÃ© was a fifth-generation Norwegian-American sugar beet farmer. Like her

award-winning blog My Name is Yeh, Molly on the Range chronicles her life through photos, more

than 100 new recipes, and hilarious stories from life in the city and on the farm.Mollyâ€™s story

begins in the suburbs of Chicago in the 90s, when things like Lunchables and Dunkaroos were the

objects of her affection; continues into her New York years, when Sunday mornings meant

hangovers and bagels; and ends in her beloved new home, where sheâ€™s currently trying to

master the art of the hotdish. Celebrating Molly's Jewish/Chinese background with recipes for Asian

Scotch Eggs and Scallion Pancake Challah Bread and her new hometown Scandinavian recipes for

Cardamom Vanilla Cake and Marzipan Mandel Bread, Molly on the Range will delight everyone,

from longtime readers to those discovering her glorious writing and recipes for the first time.
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"If you donâ€™t look at the recipes and stories in this book and feel instantly happier, well, I don't

believe you. This book is teeming with joy."â€•Deb Perelman, Smitten Kitchen"Funny and frank,

Molly Yeh speaks for a new generation of cookbook authors. She charms us by laying bare both her

cupboards and her vulnerabilities, and then wins us over completely with her innate confidence and

joy in the kitchen. And with Funfetti Cake." â€•Amanda Hesser and Merrill Stubbs, co-founders of



Food52"In life, things are generally interesting or gratifying. What we have here is a book that can

do both. Like her homestead straddling state lines, Molly manages this woman-on-a-wire act not just

in writing, but through comforting yet thought-provoking stories, regram-worthy photos, and some of

the most delicious food I've ever made."â€•Justin Warner, winner of Food Network Star, season 8

"Molly on the Range, like its author, is quintessentially American: a jumble of influences and

backstories, somehow adding up to a joyfully eclectic whole. Mollyâ€™s background as a musician

is clear here: the rigors of technique are simultaneously celebrated and undone by practical

interpretation: how am I going to make this work on this farm, right now, today?" â€•Nico Muhly,

composer "I've been a die-hard New Yorker for two decades. Molly on the Range makes me want to

pack it all in and buy a farm down the road from hers so I can join the Ladies of Grand Forks Brunch

Club, leave loaves of bread on each others' doorsteps and share hotdishes. Her world is cozy, kind,

and delicious on every level.â€•â€•Kat Kinsman, Senior Food and Drinks editor, Extra Crispy"Molly

Yeh's new book is a gem: her stories (charming, funny, whimsical) make you want to befriend her,

her recipes (clever, unfussy, tempting) beckon you to the kitchen and when you finish reading it

through (because this is one of those rare cookbooks you actually read), you wish there was

more."â€•Janna Gur, author of The Book of New Israeli Food and Jewish Soul Food from Minsk to

Marrakesh"Molly and I both graduated from Juilliard and ended up shackled to stovesâ€•a great

testament to conservatory training. Her impeccable taste runs from Stravinsky to spÃ¤tzle; I vouch

for everything in Molly on the Range except for the deliciousness of marzipan. Marzipan is horrible.

"â€•Doug Quint, Big Gay Ice Cream"Molly on the Range strikes the perfect balance between quirk

and comfort food: the sorts of spins on classics youâ€™ll want to use to make your friends think

youâ€™re fun and cool, smudged up next to a recipe for hummus so well-tested youâ€™ll want to

scrawl it on the insides of your kitchen cabinets with a paring knife. These arenâ€™t recipes that are

~different~ just for the sake of it: they reflect a deep sense of place and tradition, whether thatâ€™s

American Jewish or Israeli or Tater Tot Midwestern, and spin it with an artistâ€™s eye. All this is

punctuated with snippets from Mollyâ€™s life, anecdotes written with a big-hearted self-deprecating

humor that periodically turns a cookbook into a letter written from a friend whoâ€™s away at camp.

Iâ€™m sure she comes from a different planet, but everything is cute and funny and tasty there, and

youâ€™re definitely invited, you just need a space suit. She's a relatable and endearing food-loving

weirdo, and our plates are all the better for it."â€•Marian Bull, writer, former editor of Saveur and

Food52"This is the quintessential blog-to-cookbook title of the season. Within just a few years of

launching, writer Molly Yeh has made her blog My Name is Yeh must-read for food lovers,

Instagrammers, and people who dream of owning a farm. With her debut cookbook, Yeh promises



more of the sameâ€•along with lifestyle porn, readers can look forward to approachable yet

unexpected recipes like Asian Scotch eggs, scallion pancake challah bread, and cardamom vanilla

cake. Molly on the Range is poised to be a big seller." â€•HD

Molly Yeh is a baker, blogger, writer, and farmer living in East Grand Forks, North Dakota. She is

the voice behind the wildly popular blog, My Name is Yeh, which has been the recipient of multiple

awards, including two Saveur 2015 blog awards â€• Editor's Choice and Blog of the Year. Molly also

graduated from Juilliard and plays percussion in symphonies and orchestras around the world. She

lives in North Dakota with her husband and their chickens.

Molly on the Range presents an eventfully story tracking her culinary experiencing while setting the

table with tasty recipes. The illustrations bring to life the ingredients used for the some very classic

treats in new ways. Personally, I found the some the recipes good foundations for playing with the

ingredients. Realistically, being creative with variations of the these foundation recipes really brings

these dishes to life. I would suggest buying this book for the recipes, but sit down with for good

read.

Loved it. I can't wait to try all the recipes, but the ones I've made so far have been hits!

Great pictures - love the stories and the food...had a dinner party and I made a few items - I have

given the book as a gift now as well :)

Molly is adorable, her writing style is adorable, and her recipes are adorable. ADORABLE.But

seriously, this is my new favorite cookbook. Molly is exceptionally genuine and her Honey Ricotta

Blintzes are to DIE for.UBER RECOMMENDED.

I am a cookbook collector and love to find great new cookbooks with a good solid mix of recipes.

This book has quickly become one of my favorites! Molly does a great job of putting small twists on

great recipes to make them that much more interesting and delicious. Also, she goes from

homemade favorites to exotic sounding recipes in the flip of a page and I love having that variety in

one cookbook.Highly recommend for all cooks, all levels! Great book!

First book in ages that I truly loved from cover to cover



A gorgeous book filled with beautiful recipes, hilarious and moving stories, and stunning

photography. Not only does it contain excellent recipes for many special occasions, it also holds the

keys to the kingdom of perfect challah: Molly's challah dough is bar none.
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